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Psalm 11:3 and John 1:14 

Opening: Share some of your favorite Fourth of July memories. What do you enjoy and 
value about this country?  

Discussion: Pastor Dan Meyer preached this weekend’s message. There is a lot here. 
Please pick and choose your favorite questions. Quotes are all from Pastor Dan. 

Why Good People Divide 
• “Not since the Civil War, have we the people seemed so bitterly divided.” What do 

you see that has the people of America divided?  
• “…one of the surest ways to make progress in times of conflict is to remember our 

common values.” What are some common values held amongst Americans today? 
How might good values underly the positions or behaviors of people with whom you 
disagree? 

The Moral Foundations We Share (Matthew 7:6, 25:31-46; Luke 4:18, 10:7; Proverbs 3:3, 29:14;   
Psalm 140:10; Galatians 6:10; 2 Thessalonians 3:10; John 15:13; Romans 12:5, 13:1-2; Exodus 20:12; 
Colossians 3:20; Leviticus 19:2; Ephesians 5:3; 1 Timothy 5:22)  
1. “…embedded in human nature is the impulse to care for people…We all believe we 
are called to protect the vulnerable..” How do you identify with the value of care?  
2. “We all believe that people should be released from unjust bondage and relieved of 
undue burdens.” How do you pursue liberty for others? How do you fight against the 
oppression of others?  
3. Fairness “it’s the sense that some people are cheating that works us up. We’d like to 
stop free-riding and abuse by the lazy or the powerful.” How do both the lazy and the 
powerful ‘cheat’ others? How does the value of fairness express itself in your life?  
4. Loyalty “… human beings are “groupish” creatures. We find identity and security in 
belonging to a “tribe” of one kind or another.” How do you see this played out today?  
• “…the ties of loyalty that bind us also blind us. Our groupishness brings out our most 
selfish, violent tribal side.” How do you see this played out in our day? How does this 
factor into your life?  
5. Authority “…deep within us lies this respect, for the role that laws and hierarchies 
play in ordering society, cultivating virtue, and protecting the weak.” How do you 
respond to authority? What happens when authority is not valued? Share a time when 
you fought for reform or sought to make things better? 
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6. “Sanctity is the moral intuition that some things are holy, pure, or sacred and should, 
therefore, be protected against degradation – human life, Sabbath time, the covenant 
of marriage, the innocence of children, the creation God called us to steward.” When 
you have engaged in conversations on these issues, what did you experience?  

Three Steps Forward 
1. How is the conflict we see in America today, a struggle over how and where positive 
values are expressed?  
2. As followers of Jesus, how will you help to lower the Culture of Outrage that is 
dominating our society today? Which of the following suggestions will you take on: 
“Be suspicious of the people with microphones. Turn off the TV more. Leave Reddit 
behind. Read books. Talk personally to people more. Listen to them. Share concerns?”  
3. “Embrace the Genius of the AND.” How unwilling are you to accept the simple 
Either/Or approach in moving forward? Why do we typically favor the either/or 
mentality? How could you embrace the paradoxical view that allows pursuit of both 
truth AND grace at the same time?  
• “It would be admittedly easier to follow an EITHER / OR God… It is so much more 
demanding to follow the God of the Glorious AND – “ How will this charge impact your 
mind, heart and actions? In what ways could you help make America glorious again? 

Practice of the Week: Prayer  
Pray for our nation to be glorious again. Join with others in prayer for our country. 

Family Faith Formation: Talk about the genius of the ‘and’ at dinner. Share how Jesus 
modeled the ‘and’ approach in life, in contrast to either/or. As you go through the 
week, provide choices that can spur on the ‘and’ option, over the either/or mentality. 

Additional Resources:  
The Righteous Mind: Why Good People Divide Over Politics and Religion by Jonathan 
Haidt 
One Nation Under God: His Rule Over Your Country by Tony Evans  
31 Days of Prayer for My Nation by The Great Commandment Network 

 
We’d love to hear from you!  

If you have thoughts, questions, comments, ideas on how to make these study guides  
more meaningful for you and your group, please let us know.  

We also enjoy hearing how God is using these scriptures and study guides in your lives.  
Kathy Woods: kwoods@cc-ob.org • Eric Haskins: ehaskins@cc-ob.org 


